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Dear Ms Dillon,
Thank you for your continued interest in the matters surrounding the gas outages that affected
Tucson and Sierra Vista in early February as well as your comments regarding the letter that I
wrote as I sought to gather more information on behalf of southern Arizona's residents.
It is unfortunate that not only were you without gas service for three days but that you also had to
sacrifice your vacation time from work.
Steven Olea, director of the Utilities Division, has informed me that he is mailing to you an
audio recording of the public hearing that was held on March lSt.My fellow commissioners and
I directly posed questions to representatives fiom Southwest Gas and El Paso Natural Gas. The
power point slide presentations submitted by the companies are available on the Corporation
Commission website. In addition, I have attached to this letter, the answers that the companies
submitted in writing.
At the public hearing held on March lSt,the Commission was interested in three factors; what
happened? Why was communication poorly handled? What can be done to prevent outages like
this from happening in the future?
The companies explained the factors that went into creating this unfortunate situation. It is
apparent that the cold weather in Texas directly affected New Mexico and Arizona, which are
further down the pipeline.
We were particularly unhappy with the lack of effective communication from Southwest Gas.
The company admitted it did a poor job of communicating with affected customers and it has
resolved to revise, improve and enhance its communication procedures.
While there is plenty of natural gas in the United States, the issue is over distribution. When
Texas needed more gas than was previously scheduled, Arizona suffered as a result. However, I
believe that if Arizona had a natural gas storage facility we would have been better able to adapt
to a critical weather event and provide enough gas for all southern Arizona residents. The
discussion of natural gas storage is important because it goes to the heart of trying to find ways
of making sure this does not happen again.
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The companies are accountable at both the state and national level and this outage has also
attracted the attention of the federal government. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) will be able to examine how the pipeline issues affected several states, from Texas to
Arizona. Please make sure to monitor those developments, too.
In addition, the Corporation Commission will be hosting a public comment hearing on April 6, in
Sierra Vista, and April 7, in Tucson. I encourage you to attend and to inform your neighbors
about it as well.

As for your concerns surrounding Natural Gas Storage (NGS) and Enron, we are not familiar
with Tetra Tech but we do know that NGS has met with many stakeholders in the state regarding
their plans to help Arizona obtain natural gas storage. While the Enron case was damaging in
many ways, I am not aware of any of the individuals that were held accountable by the federal
government having a role in the issues we are currently studying.
Once again, thank you for letting me know about your concerns and I look forward to hearing
from the residents of Sierra Vista and Tucson at the scheduled public comment hearings.
Sincerely,
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Brenda Burns
Commissioner
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Arizona Corporation Commission
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
AND REGULAR MAIL

DOCKETED

Chairman Gary Pierce
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 West Washington Stxeet
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Email address: gpierce@,azcc.gov
Re:

Southwest Gas Corporation's Response to Natural Gas Outages in southeastern Arizona

Dear Chairman Pierce:
Thank you for your letter dated February 7,20 11, requesting additional information related to the
natural gas outage that affected Southwest Gas Corporation's (Southwest Gas or the Company)
customers in Tucson and Sierra Vista earlier this month. We regret the inconvenience
experienced by customers during the outage and look forward to discussing the circumstances
precipitating the service disruption, as well as Southwest Gas'service restoration effort at the
Arizona Corporation Commission's (Commission) March 2"dopen meeting. In advance of that
meeting, I offer the following brief overview of the issues raisedin your letter.
Operating Conditions
The natural gas outage that occurred on February 3 in Tucson and Sierra Vista was the
culmination of multiple factors. The delivery of natural gas to Southwest Gas' distribution system
was severely limited due to extreme weather conditions and rolling power outages in Texas,
which impacted production capabilities where Southwest Gas procures its natural gas supplies for
Arizona. The interstate pipelines transporting natural gas to Arizona experienced significant
supply loss, and the extremely cold weather also lead to peak natural gas demand. These factors
caused pressure and deliverability issues across the southern portion of the western interstate
pipeline systems in Arizona, Texas and New Mexico.
Transportation Sewices
El Paso Natural Gas Company (EPNG) provides interstate transportation services to
Southwest Gas by transporting natural gas supplies Southwest Gas purchases from third-party
natural gas suppliers; El Paso does not sell the natural gas supply. The natural gas that Southwest
Gas purchases is first delivered into EPNG's pipeline system, and then transported into Southwest
Gas' Arizona distribution system. Southwest Gas utilized its f m transportation agreements with
EPNG and Transwestern Pipeline (TWPL) to move natural gas to Southwest Gas' Arizona
customers during the extreme weather conditions earlier this month.
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Supply Purchases
The process of purchasing, nominating, confirming, scheduling, and ultimately delivering natural
gas supplies is complex. Southwest Gas only pays for the volume of gas that is "scheduled" by
the interstate pipeline, and if a third-party supplier does not meet its commitment, and "confirms"
a lower quantity than Southwest Gas "nominated," then Southwest Gas only pays for the lower
quantity that was actually scheduled; hence Southwest Gas did not pay for firm supply that was
not delivered. During the extreme weather event, Southwest Gas' natural gas supplies were
nominated and confirmed properly; however, upstream natural gas processing and gathering
systems were not physically delivering as much natural gas to interstate transmission pipelines as
was expected, due to wellheads freezing and power outages in Texas. As a result, the mount of
natural gas available to be scheduled for delivery to Southwest Gas, and other interstate
transportation customers, was significantly reduced.
Location of Outages
The outages experienced in portions of Southern Arizona, namely Tucson and Sierra Vista, were
the result of a culmination of multiple factors that caused a significant lack of pressure in areas of
EPNGs system and consequently Southwest Gas' system in the areas where outages occurred.
The outages did not occur in Southwest Gas' Central Arizona service territories because they did
not experience the same pressure reductions. While TWPL's Phoenix Lateral provided
incremental supplies to Southwest Gas'Central Arizona service territories on February 3, it is not
clear that Southwest Gas would have experienced customer outages in Central Arizona absent the
existence of TWPL.
Natural Gas Storage
Since natural gas storage is currently unavailable in Arizona, it is not clear how its existence
would have impacted the February 3 service outages; any beneficial impact would be a function
of the location of the facility, its delivery capabilities, and its interconnections with Southwest
Gas' distribution system. Nonetheless, Southwest Gas believes that the availability of market-area
storage could be beneficial. As such, Southwest Gas is an active member of the Arizona Storage
Coalition (Coalition) that was formed in December 2007 to evaluate and pursue natural gas
storage opportunities in Arizona. The Coalition has studied several storage developer proposals
using salt cavern storage in the Picacho Basin area, but, to date, no project has reached the
developmental stage.
Communication Efforts
During the outage, Southwest Gas used a number of communication methods to inform its
customers. Those methods included active local media interaction, website posting updates, and
collaboration with government entities, for example. Southwest Gas acknowledges the need to
identify additional communication tools to keep its customers better informed when such outages
occur, however. Southwest Gas has already begun exploring additional measures that can be
used, and will continue to update the Commission as those methods are implemented.
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Chairman Pierce
February 28,201 1

Relighting Process
Due to the magnitude of this outage, Southwest Gas employees first worked to effectively contain
the extent of customer service outages, and subsequently restored service to customers in a safe
and efficient manner. The efforts of Southwest Gas' Southern Arizona employees were
augmented with the assistance of nearly 100 additional Southwest Gas field personnel from
Central Arizona, Southern Nevada and Southern California operating divisions, who worked
tirelessly to restore service to customers impacted by the outage.
Safety and reliability of natural gas service for our customers is of the utmost importance; I never
want to see a customer lose service. Southwest Gas looks forward to elaborating on the
circumstances surrounding the service outage earlier this month at the open meeting the
Commission has scheduled for March 2, 2011. We further commit to identifying ways of
improving customer service, particularly regarding communications. Please do not hesitate to
contact me if you would like to discuss any aspect of our service at any time.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey W. Shaw, Chief Executive Officer
Southwest Gas Corporation
JWSIkt

cc via electronic mail and/or regular mail:
Bob Stump, Commissioner
Paul Newman, Commissioner
Sandra D. Kennedy, Commissioner
Brenda Burns,Commissioner
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Jeffrey W. Shaw, Chief Executive Officer

February 24,201 1

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
AND REGULAR MAIL
Commissioner Brenda Bums
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 West Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Email address: bburns@,azcc.gov
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Re: Southwest Gas Service Outages in Southern Arizona
Dear Commissioner Burns:
I am in receipt of your letter dated February 11, 201 1, to your fellow colleagues, outlining your
concerns regarding the natural gas outage experienced in Southern Arizona earlier this month. We
sincerely regret the inconvenience experienced by our customers during the service outage. While
the outage was precipitated by a severe regional weather event, Southwest Gas is focused on how
we can use “lessons learned” during the outage to improve service to our customers
prospectively. Southwest Gas looks forward to discussing the service outage in further detail at
the Arizona Corporation Commission’s upcoming March 2ndopen meeting. In addition, I’d like to
briefly provide some additional information on the issues identified in your February 11 letter, as
follows.
Operational Conditions
The natural gas outage that occurred February 3 in Tucson and Sierra Vista was a culmination of
multiple weather-related factors. The delivery of natural gas to Southwest Gas’ distribution
system was impaired due to extreme weather conditions and rolling power outages in Texas,
which impacted Southwest Gas’ access to natural gas supplies for its Arizona customers.
Interstate pipelines transporting natural gas to Arizona experienced significant supply losses,
while, at the same time, extremely cold weather lead to peak natural gas demand. These factors
resulted in pressure and deliverability issues across the southern portion of the western interstate
pipeline systems in Arizona, Texas and New Mexico.
Reverse 91I Usage
One of the communication methods Southwest Gas implemented during the outage was the use of
“reverse 91 1” phone calls. Southwest Gas collaborated with the Pima County Office of
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February 24,201 1
Emergency Management to call 18,000 residents. While the use of “reverse 91 1” calls in Cochise
County was investigated, it could not be used to communicate detailed information
to customers since the system is limited to only a 15-second message. Southwest Gas is currently
exploring additional communication measures to use in the future to better communicate
effectively and more immediately with its customers.
PURPA Customers
During adverse weather conditions when natural gas is unavailable to customers, Southwest Gas
follows the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA), in which Southwest Gas
provides, when possible, advance notice of service disruptions to customers who have indicated
they have health concerns, are disabled, or are of 62 years of age or older. Southwest Gas
certainly shares your concern regarding the importance of service to its elderly, disabled and
homebound customers. The Company is investigating additional methods to encourage
identification of PURPA customer residences and maximize ongoing accuracy of this critical
customer information.
Natural Gas Storage
In regards to bringing natural gas storage to Arizona, Southwest Gas is an active member of the
Arizona Storage Coalition (Coalition) that was formed in December 2007 to evaluate and pursue
natural gas storage opportunities in Arizona. The Coalition has worked with several storage
developers proposing salt cavern storage development in the Picacho Basin area. All available
storage proposals have been reviewed by the Coalition. Certain projects have been deemed to be
very expensive in relationship to the benefits they may provide customers. Even more
problematic, however, is that, to date, all projects have experienced difficulties in overcoming
environmental issues pertaining to the disposal of mined salthrine.

Safety and reliability of natural gas service to our customers is of utmost importance at Southwest
Gas. I appreciate the opportunity to address some of the service outage issues you have identified,
and offer to meet individually with you to further address remaining concerns you may have.
Again, Southwest Gas looks forward to participating in the open meeting the Commission has
scheduled for March 2,20 11 .
Sincerely,

Jeffrey W. Shaw, Chief Executive Officer
cc via electronic mail andor regular mail:
Gary Pierce, Chairman
Bob Stump, Commissioner
Paul Newman, Commissioner
Sandra D. Kennedy, Commissioner
Ernest Johnson, Executive Director
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Commissioner Sandra D.Kennedy
Arizona Corporation Commission (“ACC”)
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2927
via e-mail
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Fcbruary 7,201 1 inquiry letter from Commissioner Kennedy

Dear Cominissioner Kennedy:

T: am xvriting in response to your February 7 letter to Transwestern Pipeline Company
(“Transwestern”). While I will take this opportunity to describe Transwestern’s transportation
profile during the referenced time period, I want to emphasize that Transwestern does no!
currently deliver to the Tucson or Siern Vista areas and therefore Transwestem does not have
any first-hand specific knowledge of outages or events in those areas.
Transwestem provides interstate natural gas transportation service to shippers in Northern
Arizona off the Transwestern mainline and in Central Arizona from the Phoenix lateral. A
complete listing of rhnswestern’s Arizona delivery points is attached, Also attached is a map
showing the location of current delivery points on the Phoenix lateral. The nearest Transwestern
delivery point to the Tucson area is the Southwest Gas New Florence delivery point, which is
located approximately 75 iniles froin Tucson.

I !

As you -are aware, Transwestern is a transportation-only pipeline.
Shippers purchase
their own gas supplies. Transwestern accepts these gas supplies at receipt points and makes the
gas available for shippers to take at the delivery points. In theory, shippers mange to put an
amount into the pipeline equal to the mount that they want to have delivered. In reality, more or
less gas may be actually received on a given day and the shipper may take more or less gas at the

delivery point than scheduled.
Transwestern’s pipeline and compression have remained ready for service during the
entire winter period. There were no outages or maintenance on the Transwestern system that
impacted the ability of shippers to transport gas to Arizona delivery points.
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In response to your specific questions:

-

-

Response to Questions 1-6 & 10: Because Transwestern does not serve Tucson or
Sierra Vista, we are not in a position to speculate on the causes for: outages,
notices, the adequacy of emergency plans, the restoration of service or steps that
may have mitigated the situation.
Response to Questions 7-9: The Transwestern system is connected to gas storage
on the eastern portion of OUT pipeline system. Certainly having gas storage closer
to delivery points allows for line pack and pressures to be replenished more
quickly in cases of increased demands or supply shortages. Transwestern has
worked with several storage project developers on the possibility of interconnects
with proposed storage facilities. To date, no Arizona storage operator has
executed an interconnect agreement with Transwestem.

Please feel free to contact me at 281-714-2010 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

i’

Attachments
Cc:

Gary Pierce, Chairman
Bob Stump, Commissioner
Paul Newman, Commissioner
Brenda Burns, Commissioner

Shelley Corman
Senior Vice President

